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Beating the hand on the table 
 
…… 
 
Unfortunately it had not been long before the end of the course that Monique and I 

had suddenly gotten so close. In the days after this unexpected intimacy she was gone for 
work and only for the goodbye she returned, just on time. I was looking forward to our hug, I 
must say. The hug a few days earlier had been of a superior quality. At least if concerning the 
lower, earthly level of human existence, I hadn’t hugged this way before with anyone. True, 
the very light, subtle hug with Tiara was, when she was open for me, of even greater quality: 
with Tiara, in her good mood, all possible heaviness was gone. If she was happy to be with 
me, her whole Body seemed to melt, flow into mine. The ‘body’ was gone as something 
physical. I held only reception in my arms. Here, now with Monique, it was more heavy, but 
‘heavy’ of the very pleasant kind: a quiet rock through which you can take or allow long deep 
breaths from the bottom of the earth, where you can rest and rest and not believe ever getting 
stressed again. 

Usually, goodbyes after such seminars of many days took a long time. Everybody had 
to say goodbye to everybody else. Time ran out. And I still hadn’t said goodbye to Monique, 
especially because one woman kept saying goodbye to Monique, for almost an hour, it 
seemed to me. Suddenly I was fed up with it. Not so much because I was waiting and waiting 
there like a dummy or because I was getting too stressed, but because Nature was not 
happening. For some it might be nice to, on their death bed, look back and say ‘I have humbly 
waited, it is good, I can go in peace’. But not me – not any more at least. And I did something 
I had never done before. Indeed, I didn’t wait any longer, as I had always patiently done. Or, 
sometimes slightly less patiently, I looked to see if others were so kind to leave a piece of the 
cake for me, a piece of life. 

In this case the whole thing was all the more crazy, since without our meeting 
Monique would not have been so very radiant and attractive now for people, people would 
not have wanted to keep saying goodbye to her forever. And there I was again, in the waiting 
room. ‘I’, Man, Created Life – Life as Duality, as Man and Woman and the Love they Are 
and Radiate – and now I just watched how life was being chitchatted away, how others used 
up what had been Created, for nothing, without it making any sense. No, I was fed up with the 
show of (the Heart) being the last one in line. The ‘show’, indeed; it was stupid, unnatural, a 
sin. I was born a king, and could not and should not wait for the possible left overs, for some 
crumbs of life. I was not against Life – on the contrary – I needed to participate. 

I was Fed Up with the fact that I was not Faithful to Deeper Forces, Forces That Must 
Meet – through whichever ‘Bodies’, ‘my’ or others’ Bodies – and certainly, the Heaven and 
the Earth Needed to Meet, Man and Woman, and ‘I’ might play a, Deeper, Part in This. I was 
Fed Up in letting people act out their greed until the Forces That were Prepared had been 
drained of energy in the end and couldn’t really, Whole-Bodily, Meet any more. I was Fed 
Up, yes, but this was not about ‘me’. It was not me wanting to hug or to feel a nice new 
energy. It was not ‘me’ who was Fed Up with the fact that the Deeper Forces didn’t Meet. It 
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was the Heart, the Drive or Need to Manifest Itself in the world of Energy, in the Earthly 
Plane. It seemed this Manifestation would not happen by just waiting. It would not go without 
playing an Active Role in the earthly hustle and bustle. This time ‘I’ acted. Without uttering 
any form of excuse I interrupted the eternal goodbye and supposedly happy talk of the two 
women. An excuse to break in would have been a lie. No, I just – literally, with both hands – 
pushed the body of the woman away. And took my place. Without words I took Monique in 
my arms. And we hugged. And stayed this way, rested in one another. Finally, we, both, Man 
and Woman, could breathe. Finally nature had been restored. 

The woman who had been pushed by me hadn’t fallen, I still noticed in the corner of 
my eye. Although the course of things had been very unacceptable from a normal social point 
of view, everyone accepted it, including the woman I had pushed aside. We were all used to 
‘respecting’ social norms but, as I have noticed quite often, when nature broke through, a 
natural order of a Deeper Place, social norms appeared to be very thin, not relevant at all, 
almost non-existent, and only there to fool you, to seduce you to buy non-existence. It 
appeared that a Deeper Nature was respected much more, in fact – even if ‘ego’ muttered still 
its grumpy objections in its smallness. Everyone was living in a cramp for nothing. Nobody 
wanted the fakery and disrespect for honesty. 

The hug of Silence had been good, indeed. It should have taken longer. If not 
immortalized immediately, it should at least have been repeated in the future, deepened. The 
Touch of Heaven and Earth should not restrict itself to an almost accidental moment. But 
somehow, strangely enough, Monique and I never met again. It seemed to be too complicated 
for her. She was about to marry and in my presence her normal planned life fell apart. When 
she was left alone with ‘her’ mind – with Mind, Ruled by the Deluding Female Force as it is – 
when ‘I’ was not physically present to Counter the Mind with ‘my’ Heart, then Woman was 
an easy prey to the Mind ‘who’ rather thinks about life, about what is the best for Woman to 
do, instead of Allowing the Following of Deeper Forces of Nature to Meet: the Forces ‘Who’ 
do not understand this silly word ‘best’. 

In a way, I had lost Maja the same way as I lost Monique already before I was in the 
position to lose her. I lost Maja also to the – powerful – Mind with its deluding messages that 
people take seriously. In Love Life the Mind turned out to be a killer, instead of what it 
pretended to be: the one who brings safety and protection. Well, indeed, a dead loveless life 
was safe… Basically, what the Mind constantly whispered to Woman was: protect the Heart 
against possible Pain. 

I still sent Monique a postcard. She didn’t reply. Probably she went to India, to marry, 
indeed, as planned. Pity. Married or not, I really would have liked to know how she did it in 
life, certainly after our meeting that had obviously confused her in a positive way. 

Back to Tiara. In itself, Monique’s decision to discard what my Heart did to her, was 
no problem at all – if only for the fact that, somehow, Tiara was more developed as a human 
being. From a seemingly (though, in the end, not really) personal perspective I could say: I 
liked and appreciated it very much when a woman was developed – ‘developed’ in the 
deepest sense of the word, beyond words – when a Deeper Intelligence hadn’t passed her by: 
developed (or Intelligent) in life in general, developed in consciousness beyond mind – even 
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though I could not say that Tiara was so very conscious. (Well, in her Female sphere of form 
and Energy she was quite conscious; Man’s World of Consciousness is something different 
though.) 

Anyhow, the more developed, the more Intelligent, the more refined, the more 
Receptive for Something Deeper, the better a woman fitted me. I was not against Intelligence, 
on the contrary. However, to put things cautiously, I started to make a beginning with 
cultivating the seed of understanding the fact that Manifesting this Intelligence of the Heart in 
Woman did not Go without Man. ‘I’ as Man played a, crucial, role here. Woman’s 
Intelligence was a Potential Openness for Man’s Intelligence, in fact. Without Man(’s 
Presence on Earth) Her Potential would not be Filled in, not be elaborated, not be Realized, 
and there was a big chance she would think away and chitchat away her life or prepare the 
chance of a next generation by giving birth. Woman could not Be(come) the Woman (She can 
Be) without Man’s Heart-Intelligence – just like Man could not Be(come) Man without 
Knowing and Living Woman(’s world) Within Himself.  

 
Back in Tiara’s house she told me – only now, in fact, or, finally, more clearly than on 

the phone during my course – about her sleeping with Wessel. And only now she explained 
me how strong their bond was still. Ram, her lover before I showed up, had just been an 
interim solution. But her connection with Wessel was still very alive and she hadn’t given up 
on him despite the kick she had given him to protect herself (or, rather, her ego) against the 
heart-pain that his possible leaving her would cause – which was something he would not 
have done. 

(As any woman) Tiara ‘hadn’t planned to be (in a relationship) with me’. But now that 
I was there in her life anyway, she sort of accepted it to be so for now, accepted the current 
situation. The time bomb that had been ticking all the time exploded now. Finally, after three 
months, it got me that she would not let go of Wessel. Finally it got me how important he still 
was for her. Finally I understood that they even were physically intimate together, though not 
so often, not comparable to the frequency she was sexually intimate with me now, but 
anyway. 

In fact, Tiara was defending – and quite powerfully so – her (or ego’s) freedom to do 
whatever felt good to her in any moment or situation or period. It seemed I was not strong 
enough yet to win over Woman’s Ego in this respect. I took the whole situation rather as a, bit 
deplorable, fact. But anyhow I didn’t want to manipulate her in any sense in choosing me. 
Such a manipulation would have been too far from ‘Me’. The Heart should make things Clear 
– Love, Truth – not manipulate. Time would tell, what was True (in this case, in this complex 
situation) and what not. 

Yet, in this beginning of the manifestation of the Fight with Ego, and not in 
contradiction to my Openness for what Truth would Say eventually – on the contrary – I felt 
like telling her that I had met a nice woman at the course. And so I did. I told Tiara how good 
it felt, hugging with Monique. I told Tiara that something was very good in being with 
Monique. It was Tiara’s own ‘energy’ – or, I better say, her hidden ‘Consciousness’ that, 
sooner or later, Wanted to Manifest Itself as Clarity in and as her Body – urging me, as a 
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mirror, to mention and say something about Monique. It could have been expected: Tiara 
didn’t like it at all that I liked Monique and had got closer to her. Yet, it was not my intention 
at all to make Tiara jealous. I had to trigger something in her. And, in my turn, my remark 
was rather triggered after and by her own ‘confession’ regarding Wessel: I ‘needed’ to show 
something of my Freedom as Man. I ‘needed’ to show Tiara I was not lost in her. I ‘needed’ 
to show she didn’t have me on her strings, as she might have come to believe by now. A 
response was needed. An ‘oh’ – detached, or seemingly tough – was not enough. Being in the 
world of Woman now (and not Embodying Man (fully) yet) I needed to act, even though 
every possible act would be ‘wrong’ – and not bring any kind of solution. Or at least, any 
possible act would be felt, interpreted and judged as such by Her, as ‘wrong’. As man I had to 
learn to dig my own grave, by acting in Woman’s world and not Look at the whole ‘show’ 
from above as if Woman’s Drama would not be of any of my business. I had to act despite the 
fact that it would lead to nothing, that, in or as itself, any possible act would not be True. 

In fact, it was quite a victory for ‘me’ that I had told ‘Woman’ that I had met another, 
attractive, woman who opened for me. I mean, when I felt the impulse coming up in me to tell 
about the meeting with ‘the other woman’ – and this impulse felt totally natural in the Fight 
with Woman’s Ego – I immediately felt a fog showing up, a veiling fog but at the same time a 
mountain of resistance, Tiara’s resistance that I had to pierce through in that moment. In the 
past I would not have said it. The thickness of the (resistant Female) energy would have 
blocked my throat so much – subtle as the throat works – that it would have been impossible 
to give a form to Man’s Freedom, impossible to Fight (more openly or anyhow). This sharing 
was a next step of Man in Woman’s world. A next step of Transcending the ‘tourist’ into 
(Earthly) Presence. There were many steps to Descend from the Stairway from Heaven Down 
to Earth. What for Woman was rather a Stairway to Heaven if She managed to Meet Man’s 
Formless World, for Man it was rather a Stairway to Hell if He’d manage to Reach Woman’s 
world of Form. Was Woman really surprised to find out that, despite of Her many, serious or 
not, attempts to Draw Man into Her world, most men preferred to stay safely separate from 
Her? 

Regularly, when I was at Tiara’s place, Wessel phoned her: sensitive as he was he felt 
– through the ether – something related to ‘Man and Woman’ happening and wanted to join 
and called. And then we sat with the three of us on the sofa, Tiara and me physically and 
Wessel through the phone. During one of those phone calls in that period Tiara’s smile was so 
very broad – from ear to ear, indeed, and very attractive in itself when Tiara manifested her 
broadest smile – and I felt her whole body open and soft for him, that a deeper force took me 
and shouted: “No! You’re with me now!” Shouting this I felt and was very forceful – because 
it was not ‘me’ doing it. There was no mind involved, no strategy. While shouting I hit with 
my flat hand on the little table meant for a convivial cup of tea for the lovers – Tiara loved 
forms as these. The hit made quite a sound. I felt an ape. Indeed, I felt rather like an ape, 
beating with a branch on the ground in order to make an impression, than the social human 
being I had lived so far. 

Unexpectedly, Tiara didn’t resist my, also unexpected, male behaviour and my 
limiting her egoic freedom to be (intimate) with more than one man if she felt like. Instead, 
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she felt very attracted to me now – extremely attracted, I must say. I was the alpha ape again 
and she couldn’t wait. She didn’t first flirt with me but jumped immediately on me. Sitting on 
me she said she wanted to make love with me. So we did. And it was good, very good. I took 
her standing before the couch, her hips in my hands. I fucked her. As an ape. 

It seemed a happy end, for now at least. And yet, I was not totally satisfied. Satisfied, 
yes, that her openness was directed at me in the end. Satisfied that I had won, for now. 
Satisfied that my sperm was shot in her, mine and not the sperm of the other ape. But, no 
matter the big love for apes I had always felt in me, I was not (only) an ape. My 
‘dissatisfaction’, or rather the notion that something was wrong, not right yet, had to do with 
the fact that I was a slave of nature this way, a slave of Woman’s Ego. She could play with 
the men and the strongest, the most attractive in the moment, would win. Next time she called 
with Wessel and opened for him again – as part of her resistance to ‘me’, but in fact to Man, 
to Surrendering to Man – I was supposed to perform the same silly trick again? To beat with 
the branch on the ground again, screaming sounds to impress the female? Fuck it. I didn’t 
want this. I didn’t want to live like this. In a flash I saw the remainder of my life before me, 
having to play this and other stupid ego-based games over and over again, and felt ‘no’ and 
the clear ‘no’ was not simply ‘mine’. My reluctance was not at all there because I would feel 
superior in any sense to apes and their instinctive behaviour. I could do – or allow – this 
behaviour. I had shown it now and in itself it felt okay and natural. No, it was because there 
was More than this, Something Deeper, that had got to do with the Heart, with Man as He Is, 
as He Is Beyond the male, energetic, form as which he seems to manifest in this, Female, 
world of form. 

To me it felt Natural that, sooner or later – and, in and simultaneously Beyond this 
world of Form, I, or Man’s Heart, played an Active Role in this – Woman would Recognize 
‘my’ Heart, the Heart of Man, Beyond his energy, his energetic behaviour. This ‘energy’ of 
‘him’ was, in fact, part of Woman’s world of Energy. If I submitted to this, to energetically 
raising my voice and energetically beating on the table or on whatever to direct Woman’s 
attention to ‘me’, whenever she went astray, got ‘distracted’ or attracted by another man, 
another male ape, then Man and Woman could never Truly Meet, could never Truly Unite. 
For this Union was simply not possible in Woman’s world of Energy – apart from the fact 
that She, call Her Kali or whatever, would always play with man-forms in there. In Man’s 
World Consciousness is the Boss and Woman cannot play with men. Only Here, if She is 
Allowed to See Man, See Who Man Is, Consciousness Beyond Her Energy, Her Source, She 
Finds Rest. Only Here She can Surrender to Man, Return to His Always Waiting and Loving 
Heart. 

Feeling man in her lower parts, the man who energetically pierced through her natural 
resistance to Him, was not Enough, not Primary but merely primitive – without judgement to 
the latter. She must See Him – Who He Is. For me the eternal repetition of the old drama 
game of man and woman was not enough, not satisfactory, not True. It was a denial of Being 
Human in the broadest sense of the word, of His Potential, His Consciousness, His Heart, His 
Very Love, of the Existence of the Man I Felt Inside and Who was not ‘me’. 
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It was not just ‘me’ who was not satisfied. I could Feel what many others could not or 
did not want to Feel: that they were not Truly satisfied with the mere repetition of the old 
human patterns, as slaves. Seeing-Feeling all this is not the same as taking an arrogant 
position. On the contrary, it is not denying the lower patterns of the earth. It is rather a 
Loyalty to Exploring and Surrendering into the full Potential of a Human Being, the whole 
range of Possibility, instead of easily submitting to running after one’s self-interests and being 
satisfied if you seem to have done it relatively well. 

Woman’s permanent and seemingly inherent state of being unfulfilled has got to do 
with the lack of Manifestation of Man’s Potential on earth. The fact that if she is lucky, if she 
is a ‘great woman’, she can get the best man for herself, is not at all truly satisfactory for her. 
For Her Ego, yes – that is: for the moment, insatiable as the ego is. But I didn’t come Down 
here to this heavy place to serve Woman’s Ego. I did not want to be this ‘best man’. I, 
Beyond self, as a Deeper Force, Needed to Free Her, by Showing Man, Who He Really Is, 
Man Who doesn’t please Her in any way but Who Is Her Truth, Her Source and Liberation, 
Her Very Heart. I Had to Show Woman that Man, the Real Man, is not the man she knows, 
the man in the street and in her bed, that He is Beyond all what She wants a man to be, 
Beyond all wishes on her shopping list. I Had to Free Her from Her Egoic Illusion(s) about 
Man that keep Her chained, stuck, no matter how broad her smile, no matter how broadly she 
opens below. I Had to Show Her that Man is no Form. And therefore, since She is Integral 
Part of Man, (that) She is Ultimately no Form either. 

By merely creating and using the opportunity to fuck her from behind I would 
certainly not succeed in this. It was as if Fucking an invisible Wall. A wall that feels so nice, 
open, juicy, was still a wall. A Form, any form, was a wall. Only What is Beyond, the 
Formless Man, is no-Wall. Woman could only Unite with ‘Me’, only Return in the Very 
Heart That Man Is, if She would See the Truth, the Truth That I would (Need to and Come to) 
Embody as the Man Who, by His Nature, has no limitation in His Love Which Wholly 
Includes Woman. As long as She saw me as a form, a manipulable form, I failed, still. Again, 
I didn’t want to be the best form, the winner over all other forms. I Was no form. My Way 
was to Show Woman Man Himself, the One, Beyond the best form. And yet, if it had to be 
through this ‘Body’, through this seeming form, that I Must Reveal Man then this was So. I 
was not against ‘form’ at all. It had its own function; it played its own Part in the Whole. 

This ‘form’, at this point of ‘its’ development, didn’t want Tiara to make love with 
Wessel. She was, so to speak, ‘my’ Wall, for now – ‘my’ Wall that I had to Learn thoroughly 
from within and without, that I had to learn to ‘Pierce through’, or rather to make Transparent, 
to Un-Form, un-Wall. There seemed to be no other way: Nature didn’t seem to leave me 
another option than to (let ‘me’ – or Itself) now and then act as if I would be an ‘I’, to ‘hide’ 
as (if I would be) an ‘I’, to, undercover, take on an ‘I’, as if I as a person wanted her, as if she 
was my interest. Woman didn’t understand a language not centred around interests, not yet at 
least. She didn’t Understand that as Man I didn’t have interests. The world of interests was 
Her world, not mine. That it was Pure Love that brought me to her was something Beyond 
Her Comprehension. 
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Talking about ‘the Wall’. A general thing I can say about it here is that in people’s 
experience it is often just the reverse in the world of manifestation. At least women often 
experience a man as a wall. This means that, if her feeling is correct, in this life he doesn’t 
come much further than copying Woman’s Wall, Her Form world, and becoming ‘Wall’ (or: 
Form) himself. In the end, beyond the frustration regarding ‘man’ she has to meet, Woman is 
Looking for the Man Who Consciously Reflects Her Own ‘Wall-ness’, even though 
simultaneously She avoids Him, His Mirror. She is Looking and Looking for Him and 
postponing and postponing to Meet Him and to Finally Open Her Eye and Look… 

If it is about Tiara, I must say that with her I felt – at least on feeling level – less 
‘Wall’ than with any woman before. If she was open, it was quite something. In general her 
energy was much subtler than of all other women I had ever met. No wonder the sensitive 
Wessel didn’t feel like giving up on her. 

Strange or not, for me it was all right, whatever form of deep heart contact Tiara had 
with him. Basically, I was not afraid of the Heart at all, in whatever human form It 
manifested. I couldn’t see it as a threat. The Heart could not be against my interests – since I 
didn’t have them. The Heart was no interest. It was Me. ‘My’ Trust in – and as – the Heart 
was Total: no conditions. I was not afraid of the Test: through which (male) Body the Heart 
would appear to Manifest ‘best’, strongest, Deepest, Wholly, most Truthful. The Heart would 
‘Win’ anyway. It was not about ‘me’. 

Also if Woman was Deluded – and She was, as long as Man hadn’t Manifested 
Himself as Man, Her Recognized Beloved, in Her world – sooner or later a Woman-form 
would, as a Reflection of Man’s Descent and Radical Appearance as Heart, show up who 
would Recognize the Pure Heart in a Man. 

Well, this was the theory – in itself True – that was in me in the Background. In 
Woman’s deluding confusing world of forms and turmoil, of overpowering and veiling 
energies and interests in the dark, this (Trust) was not something easy to live. Looking at the 
notes I had made from end of August till November that same year 1996 I was quite 
overwhelmed by the Dark Forces Coming via Woman – especially via Tiara now – and that I 
had never encountered for so long, so intensely from so close. The confusion was, apparently, 
so big that at a certain point, when Tiara said she and Wessel have a special heart-contact, I 
was not really at ease with this, did not really understand what she meant. And, intuitively, I 
felt it as a threat of what I Needed to ‘Do’ in this life, which could not manifest without some 
cooperation of Woman, at least in the form of spending time with me, time in which Woman 
could be Known. 

Yet, there were moments – like the appearance of (Consciousness in the form of:) my 
‘dissatisfaction’ after Tiara’s instinctive opening for me as her best ‘man’, when I beat the 
competitor, and despite the seemingly satisfactory sex that followed – that already showed 
that I could not fundamentally be fooled, not truly. The veil might become thick, thick as a 
wall, but in the End, if it came to It, no woman, no Female Force, could really Fool ‘me’, not 
fundamentally. In the worst case ‘I’ could not, at a particular moment, see what happens. But 
Consciousness, as Part of the Heart, was Patient. It had time. Truth would always Show up 
sooner or later in a Truth Loving Heart of Man. 
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My Trust in the Heart might have been Total – or at least in the Background – yet this 
didn’t mean that I was all right with Tiara physically making love with Wessel or any other 
man. ‘My’ intuition said that ‘my’ woman would get fucked up, confused, much more when 
the lower dark spheres or energies of man and woman met and merged – with the 
consequence of resisting ‘me’ more or, possibly, for good – than when the higher energies or 
spheres met. It was not difficult for me to Be or ‘Reign’ in the Higher spheres. Although I 
can’t say I was already very Conscious of what was going on there and I had no real 
Overview about or in them yet, the Higher Spheres were my natural Home. The Lower Dark 
Spheres, however, were certainly not Known well enough by me yet – hardly, in fact – to be 
Able to ‘Survive’ there as Man, as Truth. 

This meant that, for now at least, regarding the Lower Spheres I seemed to have to be 
harder, to use some force, not to let Woman wander so easily to another man and thus, what is 
relevant here, not let Her screw up Her Own Chance of Uniting with Man, to Meet and Return 
to His Heart. And it’s true, I didn’t defend her lower spheres for myself, so that I would have 
the exclusive right to penetrate her, physical, Body. It was Woman’s Heart Itself, closed and 
still seemingly separated from Man as It was, that I protected by protecting her – ‘dangerous’, 
for unknown – lower dark regions. Gradually I would Go Down into the Dark, to be Able to 
Free Woman from Her being Chained to the bottom of that Dark Sea. I couldn’t Do this just 
like that. As I indicated, a Female Body should be Willing to stay (long enough) with ‘me’ so 
that I had the Opportunity to Descend. Without taking over (a part of) Woman’s Attaching 
Tendency – for as long as Necessary – ‘I’, Man’s Heart, wouldn’t make it here on Earth. 

Although Wessel was in many ways similar to me, in this respect he had the opposite 
of me. He didn’t mind Tiara making love with me. He thought that’s just ‘the body’. He was 
afraid of my Heart contact with Tiara, however. Heart contact was his domain. If Tiara no 
longer needed him for this, she might dump him altogether. 

Somehow, in all of this, in this triangle construction, in the arrangement of Forces, he, 
at last, had to meet a woman that he liked, which was something that hardly ever happened 
(except for Tiara). Nadine was her name. Tiara was, ‘officially’, glad for him but she was not 
at ease with it. If she could lose Wessel to Nadine, she was sentenced to me, which, in itself, 
already evoked double feelings, if only for the fact of my maladjustment to society, to norms. 
But I was not only maladjusted – and in itself this could be still manipulated in the desired 
direction, she supposed – I was ‘dangerous’ too, unpredictable in my strange Faithfulness to 
Something Deeper (That She didn’t yet Recognize as Truth and) That was Unfathomable. In 
my first serious relationship with a woman I might have been overwhelmed by Woman’s Ego 
– indeed – yet I would not Bow for it in the End and Tiara intuitively sensed the serious 
possibility of this. 

It’s true: women always left me (or didn’t even want to meet me) if they, intuitively, 
Saw they couldn’t Kill ‘me’, could not Kill the Man in this man. As long as I left them some 
hope for winning the battle with Man they might stay a little longer. I could have even 
understood it if they had called me a cheater: Finally a man who took Woman Totally 
seriously, who Actually Listened to Her, all-ear, whole-bodily, whole-heartedly, who did not 
turn away sooner or later or from the beginning. And yet (or, rather, thanks to this, in fact) he 
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would not Bow in the end. My Faithfulness to the Woman Beyond the Ego – that, in the soup 
of Forces, are usually not distinguished – was limitless, not susceptible to compromises. 

Wessel was intimate with Nadine but did not make love with her, by the way. Tiara, in 
turn, was afraid of their, uncontrollable, intimacy – even though it didn’t seem to go as deep 
as he could have this with her. 

I wrote a song “Two men, one woman”. I sang it some months later in public during a 
concert. I was not ashamed of reality. First I sang it before Tiara and one of her two woman 
friends, her best friend Marlene whom I rather liked, relatively present in the heart as she was, 
relaxed and not so judgemental, much less than Tiara and the other friend, or not at all. They 
both quite liked the song – all the more so because some of my songs, as this one, were sung 
with a loud male voice going a bit in the direction of opera. They were amazed how well – 
according to them – I described how a woman feels if she is close with two men at the same 
time. Marlene had the same ‘problem’ as Tiara, by the way: she was also with two men. This 
seemed to become increasingly popular for women. Tiara was in an exceptional situation in 
this respect in the sense that she ‘chose’ two heart-men, instead of what is more common: one 
man who is, relatively, more in the heart, and another man for the lower works. For me this 
‘modernity’ did not feel Natural in the End. But for now, until I could Show, ‘Prove’, my 
Wholeness, my ‘Rightness’ with and as ‘My’ One Heart, I had to bow to the current situation. 

In general, I always sang very loud if I took a shower at Tiara’s place, as I did every 
day or even twice a day. Mostly this singing was performed as it was done in operas. For the 
man I was this was the best way for facilitating the expression of his being received by 
Woman, his happiness and strength. I felt indeed strong these first four months, energetically 
quite present (for my standards and outside the world of workshops (that included working 
with emotions) where it was easier to be energetically present), these four months of 
honeymoon before the problems started or, rather, manifested, the problems of humanity of 
old, of Man and Woman and Their Dual Fight. The woman next door of about 80 years old 
told Tiara she loved it very much to listen to my spontaneous operas – even if, on one 
occasion, she said to Tiara: “You shouldn’t be with this man. He’s not strong enough for 
you.” 

That she saw me as too weak for Tiara was something I took as a fact, I mean as her 
opinion – even though it had its function of triggering something in me, knowing how afraid 
Tiara (in general: Woman) was of other people’s opinions and certainly opinions about her 
man. From the ‘normal’ earthly, female, perspective this ‘weakness’ here seemed to be just 
so: heart-men could make the impression of being weak on women who were ‘normally’ lost 
in the world of form in which male strength seemed to be something of a grosser nature. But 
what I didn’t like at all was this attitude of interfering in another one’s life, as I saw many 
women could not help doing, if they were not with and Stopped by Man, if they had no 
respect (yet) for the Male Force, for Man as He Is. It was just so easy to eternally criticize 
whatever form of manifestation of (what seems to be) ‘man’ – any possible form, all forms – 
and keep Fundamentally Discarding or Ignoring Man Himself. I’m sure the, supposedly 
strong, ape variant I had just lived would not suffice either. If (a) Woman could not Live 
Herself, That is: if she could not Love Man, then at least she could – or: was sentenced to – 
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criticize men. And, worse, under the cover of helping women, She ‘had to’ ‘contaminate’ 
other women – in this case Tiara – with (more of) their Resistance to Man that would never 
again stop before she died and she would take it with her into her grave. At the threshold of 
death it turned out that, for another lifetime of Woman, she hadn’t married a man but had 
married her resistance to Man and her grudge to this had to be put in other women before she 
would leave the scene. 

Her meddling was all the more out of place since it was not for nothing that Tiara was 
mainly attracted to heart-men and anyway the attraction to me was just a fact. Who was the 
old meddler to try to overrule Tiara’s natural attraction by some cheap advice straight from 
the Dark, unrecognized as being part of the Destructive Force. In general, I had always hated 
it when people gave advice to other people. Arrogant meddlers. It was ordinary manipulation 
in the Dark, a drive for expansion of their ‘own’ unstopped Ego. In her frustration of never 
being Stopped by (a) Man – for she had looked in the wrong direction – she wanted other 
women to run even faster in the wrong direction, to men without heart or carrying a heart that 
had gotten slimed by lack of their Respect of Man, a heart that was sold as strength in its 
insensitivity. 

Although it was all part of a (Female) Force that I had to get to Know and learn to 
Deal with, this didn’t prevent me from not liking that Tiara took the judgement of the old 
rotter that still existed as complaint, so seriously. And Tiara, taking over (more of) Woman’s 
dissatisfaction and Her not being fulfilled, in her turn ‘had to’ start complaining to me: I 
should know that this is how people think about me – and, therefore, about her, if she chose to 
be with me as her partner. In other words: couldn’t I improve myself, be stronger, more 
presentable, more normal, more ‘man’ as the world thought man should be and look like? I 
hated this shit. It was not just some opinion, in fact, but there was a huge Resistant Force 
behind these words. And it also appeared that I should not only Transcend one woman’s 
Illusion about Reality, about Herself and Man – the Illusions of which go necessarily 
together, they are One Illusion, in fact – but of all women, of Woman Herself. I wouldn’t get 
away with it, indeed, if only one woman-form would finally Recognize Man. In the end, we 
existed only as (part of) our Environment. Ego was utterly contagious. But the Heart was Big. 
We would see. If the old hag hanged around long enough on the earth perhaps she would still 
get a touch of my Heart, feel it in her Body. Perhaps something of it could manifest in her 
dark lower realms where she felt at home and did not feel threatened by Man (yet), albeit 
unfulfilled. 

 
…… 


